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Abstract South Georgia is a heavily glaciated sub‐Antarctic island in the Southern Ocean. Cumberland Bay
is the largest fjord on the island, split into two arms, each with a large marine‐terminating glacier at the head.
Although these glaciers have shown markedly different retreat rates over the past century, the underlying drivers
of such differential retreat are not yet understood. This study uses observations and a new high‐resolution
oceanographic model to characterize oceanographic variability in Cumberland Bay and to explore its influence
on glacier retreat. While observations indicate a strong seasonal cycle in temperature and salinity, they reveal no
clear hydrographic differences that could explain the differential glacier retreat. Model simulations suggest the
subglacial outflow plume dynamics and fjord circulation are sensitive to the bathymetry adjacent to the glacier,
though this does not provide persuasive reasoning for the asymmetric glacier retreat. The addition of a
postulated shallow inner sill in one fjord arm, however, significantly changes the water properties in the
resultant inner basin by blocking the intrusion of colder, higher salinity waters at depth. This increase in
temperature could significantly increase submarine melting, which is proposed as a possible contribution to the
different rates of glacier retreat observed in the two fjord arms. This study represents the first detailed
description of the oceanographic variability of a sub‐Antarctic island fjord, highlighting the sensitivity of fjord
oceanography to bathymetry. Notably, in fjords systems where temperature decreases with depth, the presence
of a shallow sill has the potential to accelerate glacier retreat.

Plain Language Summary Cumberland Bay, a fjord on the sub‐Antarctic island of South Georgia, is
split into two arms, each with a large marine‐terminating glacier. One of these glaciers is retreating much faster
than the other, possibly due to differences in oceanography between the arms. Here, we investigate how the
oceanography in Cumberland Bay varies seasonally and with the seabed depth by using oceanographic data and
numerical ocean simulations. We find that the properties of buoyant plumes, which arise from meltwater
entering the ocean from beneath the glacier, are sensitive to the seabed depth near the glaciers, resulting in
strong differences in ocean flow between the fjord arms. Assuming higher ocean temperatures increase glacier
melting, we find that the presence of a near‐glacier shallow sill likely increases melting by blocking deeper,
colder waters and trapping warmer surface waters close to the glacier. As a shallow sill is likely to be present
near the rapidly retreating glacier only, this result offers a persuasive explanation for the observed glacier
retreat. Understanding the variability in oceanography and glacier retreat is important as they directly impact the
marine ecosystem at South Georgia by influencing the availability of nutrients for primary production and food
availability for higher predators.

1. Introduction
Fjords are a common feature of high‐latitude coastlines and have high biological productivity. In the Arctic, fjords
are found in Alaska, Svalbard, and Greenland, for example. In the Southern Hemisphere, fjords are found in
Patagonia, New Zealand, Antarctica, and on sub‐Antarctic islands. High‐latitude fjords are usually associated
with seasonal sea ice and, in most cases, have a glacier terminating at the fjord head (Cottier et al., 2010). Fjord
circulation directly governs the stability of tidewater glaciers (Cottier et al., 2010), frontal ablation of which
directly contributes to sea‐level rise (Benn et al., 2017).

Marine ecosystems in fjords support large colonies of higher predators such as sea birds and marine mammals
(Ward, 1989; Wȩsławski et al., 2000), while open ocean and on‐shelf phytoplankton blooms may also rely on the
transport of nutrients circulated by nearby fjords from upwelling and terrestrial sources via glacial runoff (Holmes
et al., 2019; Wȩsławski et al., 2000). Fjords are also important spawning grounds for fish (Everson et al., 2001).
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Recruitment and retention of fish larvae are controlled by fjord circulation and shelf exchange, an understanding
of which is vital for the management of local fisheries (Everson, 1992). In our changing climate, frontal ablation
of tidewater glaciers is expected to increase (Christoffersen et al., 2011; Mortensen et al., 2011; Straneo
et al., 2010), the composition and extent of phytoplankton blooms are expected to change substantially (Sommer
& Lengfellner, 2008; Winder & Sommer, 2012) and the changes in fjord circulation are likely to impact a di-
versity of ecosystem responses, such as fish larvae retention (Wesławski et al., 2011). Therefore, understanding
fjord systems is crucial.

In this paper, we focus on South Georgia, a sub‐Antarctic island in the Southern Ocean, which is heavily glaciated
and indented with fjords. The island lies in the path of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), which flows
unimpeded around the Southern Ocean, driven by strong westerly winds (Orsi et al., 1995). The Polar Front lies to
the north of the island and the Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front (SACCF) loops anticyclonically
around the island from the south before retroflecting to the east (Figure 1a) (Meredith et al., 2005). While the
island lies beyond the winter sea‐ice limit, it does see the formation of intermittent seasonal pancake ice.
Cumberland Bay, situated on the northeast coast, is the largest fjord on the island and is characterized by two
arms, East Bay and West Bay (Figure 1a, green square). Cumberland East Bay (EB) is approximately 15 km long
and 3–5 km wide, with a maximum depth of 270 m. Nordenskjöld Glacier terminates at the head of EB and there is
a shallow inner basin with a prominent inner basin sill (Hodgson et al., 2014, Figure 4). A deep outer basin sill
marks the edge of the outer basin (Figure 1c). Cumberland West Bay (WB) is approximately 18 km long and 2.5–
5 km wide, with a maximum depth of 265 m. Neumayer Glacier terminates at the head of West Bay. The outer
basin sill of WB is eroded toward the southern half of the fjord (Hodgson et al., 2014). Bathymetric surveys have
not extended close enough to the glacier to identify an inner basin sill, though chart data (Admiralty Chart 3588,
Approaches to Stromness and Cumberland Bay) include shallow points (∼30 m) extending the width of WB in the
area highlighted in Figure 1c (white dashed lines). We believe these data indicate a sill, and for the remainder of
this paper, this is referred to as the “postulated” inner sill.

The individual behaviors of the glaciers have shown a high degree of variability (Cook et al., 2010; Gordon
et al., 2008). Nordenskjöld Glacier showed little change in terminus position until recently, whereas satellite
imagery tracking the terminus position of Neumayer Glacier shows a retreat of ∼8 km between 1938 and 2020
(with further retreat in recent years) (Figure 2). Isolating the controls on the retreat of tidewater glaciers is
challenging. Tidewater glaciers can show a highly non‐linear response to forcings, modulated by fjord geometry
(Catania et al., 2018) meaning caution is required in interpreting variation in retreat rate as a direct result of
variation in the oceanic forcing experienced by these glaciers. The WB postulated inner sill appears to have been a
pinning point for Neumayer Glacier between∼1938 and 1983, it is likely that the subsequent rapid retreat at a rate
of ∼200 m per year has been at least partly driven by ice‐dynamic feedbacks following the retreat of the terminus
off this sill and into deeper water (Benn & Evans, 2014; Motyka et al., 2017). It is, however, also possible that
variation in the oceanic forcing, both between glaciers and over time, has contributed to the variability in retreat
rate observed at these glaciers and continues to promote the rapid retreat of Neumayer Glacier.

Previous work has demonstrated that an increase in submarine melting may be a key driver of the observed
increase in mass loss of tidewater glaciers in recent years, both directly through increased melt and indirectly by
altering the ice front shape such that the rate of calving is increased (e.g., Luckman et al., 2015; O’Leary &
Christoffersen, 2013). The melt rate is approximately proportional to the difference between the temperature of
the water and the ice freezing temperature (thermal driving) and the speed of the flow at the ice‐ocean interface
(boundary layer velocity) (Holland & Jenkins, 1999; Millgate et al., 2013). These quantities depend on the wider
circulation regime within the fjord. Factors influencing the circulation regime include fjord‐shelf exchange, at-
mospheric forcing, surface freshwater runoff, subglacial discharge, and fjord geometry, such as bathymetric sills
(e.g., Bartholomaus et al., 2016; Boone et al., 2017; Catania et al., 2018; Cottier et al., 2010; Fraser & Inall, 2018;
Hager et al., 2022; Mortensen et al., 2011). Fjord circulation patterns are complex, and there is a lack of clear
understanding of how the interactions between these processes lead to glacier retreat, particularly in fjord systems
where warm water overlays colder water, such as in Cumberland Bay. This temperature structure is unusual for
high‐latitude fjords, which are generally characterized by cold, fresh waters from ice sheet runoff overlaying
warmer waters (Lin et al., 2018; Silvano et al., 2017).

Oceanic melting of tidewater glaciers is enhanced when subglacial discharge meets the ocean and rises as a
buoyant plume in contact with the submarine ice face (Slater et al., 2015). Subglacial discharge arises from
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surface glacial meltwater that has been directed through moulins and crevasses on the ice surface to reach the bed
and then fed through a system of subglacial channels toward the glacier's grounding line, along with direct basal
glacier melt (Chu, 2014). The discharge enters the ocean and entrains ambient ocean water generating inflow at
depth as it rises as a buoyant plume in contact with the ice (Jenkins, 2011). The plume reaches either neutral
density or the ocean surface, resulting in a thick flow away from the glacier. The inflow and outflow generated by
the subglacial discharge is known as buoyancy‐driven circulation (Carroll et al., 2015; Straneo & Cen-
edese, 2015). The interaction between buoyancy‐driven circulation and submarine sills has the potential to alter
the water circulation and the heat available for melting at the submarine face, as the sill acts as a barrier to ocean
currents (Hager et al., 2022; Holland & Jenkins, 1999). This interaction may give rise to spatial differences in

Figure 1. (a) Location of South Georgia in the Southern Ocean, with contours at 300, 1,000, and 3,000 m, and depths
shallower than 3,000 m shaded. Climatological locations of the Polar Front and Southern ACC Front are illustrated (Thorpe
et al., 2002) and the location of Cumberland Bay is shown with the green square. (b) Positions of oceanographic surveys in
Cumberland Bay from April 2012 (blue dots), February 2020 (green circles), November 2021 (red crosses), and January–
November 2006 (pink star), and transect used for plotting data (gray dash line). (c) Cumberland Bay model domain, with
bathymetry shaded (Hogg et al., 2016). Important bathymetric features are labeled, locations of glacier meltwater input are
marked (red stars) and the locations of the cross‐sections used for volume transport calculations are shown (red dashed lines).
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fjord systems with multiple glaciers and complex bathymetry and is likely to change with the seasonally varying
rate of subglacial discharge (Bartholomaus et al., 2016).

In this study, we use oceanographic observations from Cumberland Bay and a new high‐resolution ocean model
(Section 2) to address two main objectives. The first objective is to describe the seasonal and spatial variability
between the two fjord arms, providing the first detailed study of this fjord system (Section 3.1). The second
objective is to take a first look at the drivers of oceanographic variability that may influence glacier retreat,
focusing on buoyancy‐driven outflow and the presence of the postulated submarine sill (Section 3.2). We then
assess the limitations of the observations and modeling approach and discuss the implications of the results for
understanding the rate of glacier retreat (Section 4).

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Observations

Four data sets of Conductivity Temperature Depth (CTD) data for Cumberland Bay from 2000 to 2021 were
collated. These data provide information on the temporal and spatial variability of temperature and salinity in
Cumberland Bay, as well as a resource for model validation. First, CTD data were collected with irregular
temporal frequency from five points in Cumberland East Bay between 2001 and 2006 by staff at King Edward
Point station, using a Sea‐Bird E19 (Figure 1b, pink star). Data between 2004 and 2006 in the mouth of East Bay
are chosen for analysis here, as these years and the location had the best temporal coverage. Second, opportunistic
CTD data were collected in Cumberland Bay on the 18th of April 2012 (JR272A) with a Sea‐Bird E32 carousel
water sampler (Figure 1b, blue dots). Third, between the 24th and 25th of February 2020 (DY113), a CTD survey
was conducted with a Sea‐Bird 9+ (Figure 1b, green circles). Finally, between the 9th and 14th of November 2021
(MV Pharos SG 12–21B), data were collected with a Valeport fastCTD (Figure 1b, red crosses). Data were
processed by removing outliers, averaging into 2 m bins, and converting from in‐situ temperature and practical
salinity to conservative temperature and absolute salinity, respectively.

Figure 2. Image provided by the Mapping and Geographical Information Centre (MAGIC) at the British Antarctic Survey showing the terminus positions of Neumayer
Glacier between 1938 and 2020.
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2.2. Oceanographic Model

2.2.1. Model Setup

A high‐resolution Cumberland Bay model was built using the Nucleus for European Modeling of the Ocean
version 4.0.6 (NEMO4), which solves the three‐dimensional hydrostatic equations of motion for an incom-
pressible fluid under the Boussinesq approximation on a structured computational grid. The vertical coordinate is
represented with 35 vertical levels arranged as partial‐cell z‐levels. The levels are gradually stretched to achieve
higher resolution in the surface layer, with a grid spacing near the surface of ∼1 m reducing to ∼30 m at depth.
The domain is chosen to ensure the open boundaries are sufficiently far from the main region of interest
(Cumberland Bay) to limit their influence whilst allowing a good representation of variability in the wider shelf
oceanography (Figure 1c). Thus, the model domain extends to the shelf edge to the north, such that the maximum
model depth does not exceed 300 m, and the western and eastern boundaries are positioned to capture a portion of
the adjacent coastline (Young et al., 2014). A horizontal grid spacing of 1/500° latitude by 1/300° longitude
(∼200 m) is chosen, with a resulting domain comprised of 280 by 240 grid cells in the horizontal. The resultant
model is fine enough to resolve flows within Cumberland Bay whilst sufficiently computationally efficient for
multi‐year simulations.

NEMO4 uses the hydrostatic approximation, which saves considerably on computational expense. Although there
are non‐hydrostatic processes within the fjord, particularly over the sills, the effects are only likely to be resolved
properly with a non‐hydrostatic model if the horizontal grid spacing is significantly less than 100 m (Berntsen
et al., 2009). However, a finer grid combined with the additional computational requirements of the non‐
hydrostatic solution would make the model too computationally expensive for multi‐year simulations
(Staalstrøm & Petter, 2016). A method for representing the subglacial‐discharge plume using an offline model is
described in Section 2.2.4, which provides an efficient alternative for the representation of this non‐hydrostatic
process.

The model includes a free surface formulation and computational mode‐splitting, with barotropic and baroclinic
time steps of 1 and 30 s, respectively. A free‐slip lateral momentum boundary condition is used, and the friction
law at both the bathymetry and the ocean/atmosphere interface is assumed to be quadratic (non‐linear) (Soontiens
et al., 2016). A constant drag coefficient for the surface and bed of 2.5 × 10− 3 is chosen (Soontiens &
Allen, 2017).

The Monotonic Upstream‐centered Scheme for Conservation Laws (MUSCL) is used for tracer advection. The
lateral diffusion scheme for tracers uses a rotated Laplacian operator acting along iso‐neutral surfaces. The lateral
diffusive velocity and length scales are set to 0.0009 ms− 1 and 222 m, respectively (Okubo, 1971). The lateral
diffusion scheme for momentum uses the bilaplacian operator acting in the horizontal (geopotential) direction
with lateral viscous velocity and length scales of 0.3 m s− 1 and 222 m, respectively. An energy and enstrophy
conserving scheme and the Hollingsworth correction are applied (Hollingsworth et al., 1983; Penduff
et al., 2007). The hydrostatic pressure gradient formulation is a Pressure Jacobian scheme, and the Generic Length
Scale (GLS) scheme is used for the vertical turbulent mixing (Umlauf & Burchard, 2003).

2.2.2. Model Bathymetry

The model bathymetry was derived from a bathymetric data set compiled by Hogg et al. (2016) by averaging the
100 m resolution data onto the ∼200 m grid (Figure 1c). The main bathymetric features ‐ including the deep
channels, shallow banks, and the coastal topography ‐ are mostly well captured at this resolution, with the
exception that some small‐scale features (such as sills) are smoother than observed.

Official bathymetric data for the seabed exposed following the recent retreat of Neumayer Glacier are not yet
available. Shallow points in chart data and observed grounded icebergs suggest a shallow inner sill exists, also
hypothesized by Hodgson et al. (2014) and referred to here as the “postulated sill.” However, the width and depth
of this postulated sill are unknown. Therefore, in the baseline simulations, the choice was made to continue the
known shallow gradient of the bed topography toward the glacier terminus along the center of the fjord, leading to
a maximum depth of ∼160 m adjacent to Neumayer Glacier. The adjacent data gaps were filled by creating a
quadratic “U” shape across the fjord, assuming shallow coastal points of 20 m depth. This allows for an unre-
stricted channel for the simulated water flow. To consider the impact of the postulated sill on the fjord ocean-
ography, an artificial sill geometry was added for a process test simulation. This was achieved by modifying the
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bathymetry such that it shallowed steeply to 30 m across the width of the fjord, resulting in a bathymetric barrier
one grid cell wide. East Bay has more thorough coverage of observational bathymetry data, including close to
Nordenskjöld Glacier terminus, with a maximum depth of ∼70 m adjacent to the glacier. A few individual grid
cells were altered to allow a gentle shallowing toward the coastal edges of the fjord directly adjacent to the glacier
and to give a smoother horizontal glacier terminus shape to aid model stability.

2.2.3. Open and Surface Boundary Forcing

The model is forced at the open boundaries with tides from a global tidal model (TPXO9.2; Egbert & Ero-
feeva, 2002) using eight tidal constituents (Q1, O1, P1, K1, N2, M2, S2, K2) and with 3D flows, sea surface
height, temperature, and salinity derived from a regional South Georgia model (Young et al., 2016). Forcing data
from the regional model are bilinearly interpolated to the open boundary points. The barotropic open boundary
forcing uses the Flather Radiation Scheme (Flather, 1994). The baroclinic flows are treated with the “zerograd”
(Neumann) scheme, where the values at the boundary are duplicated with no gradient. Tracers at the boundary use
the Flow Relaxation Scheme, which applies a simple relaxation of the model fields specified at the open boundary
over a zone of 9 grid cells (Davies, 1976; Engedahl, 1995).

Surface boundary forcing is derived from the ERA5 reanalysis data set with 30 km horizontal grid resolution
(Hersbach et al., 2020). A bulk formulation (NCAR, Large & Yeager, 2004) is used. Interpolation of the coarse
atmospheric forcing to the fine grid spacing of the model is achieved using the “on‐the‐fly” option in NEMO4 and
supplying a weights file for bilinear interpolation.

2.2.4. Terrestrial Freshwater Forcing

The freshwater contributions of surface run‐off and subglacial outflow in the domain are taken from a theoretical
climatological annual cycle calculated from historical precipitation data, glacier basin size, and positive degree
days (Young et al., 2011). The freshwater flux for each glacier is injected into the appropriate ocean cell adjacent
to the glacier and distributed over a prescribed depth range; the locations of glaciers contributing meltwater to the
model are shown in Figure 1c (red stars). For the two large marine‐terminating glaciers in Cumberland Bay, the
freshwater forcing required consideration of subglacial meltwater plume‐driven dynamics. Based on knowledge
from other high‐latitude ice masses, it is assumed that a majority of surface meltwater from the glaciers descends
through crevasses and moulins and enters subglacial channel systems at the bed (Chu, 2014). These channels meet
the ocean at the grounding line of the marine‐terminating glaciers at the fjord head, leading to the rise of sub-
glacial discharge as a buoyant plume (Hewitt, 2020). The theoretical meltwater cycle is thus split into 10% surface
runoff and 90% subglacial discharge. Given the uneven bathymetry, for the purposes of this modeling study, it
was assumed that “localized channels” are formed, which emerge at the deepest part of the glacier termini over a
width of one grid cell (∼200 m) (Slater et al., 2015). In practice, buoyant plumes tend to rise in contact with the
submarine ice face, causing melt and continue to entrain ambient ocean water until they reach neutral buoyancy
(or the surface), where they intrude horizontally into the ocean (Hewitt, 2020; Sciascia et al., 2013). As NEMO4
uses the hydrostatic assumption, it is not possible to resolve the plume dynamics within the model, and so a
parameterization is required.

The default option for meltwater runoff in NEMO4 is to introduce fresh, cold meltwater into the surface layers of
the model, extending down to a specified depth. However, this does not capture potentially important increased
buoyancy‐driven outflow and upwelling of deep waters as a result of subglacial discharge and could alter the
ocean stratification unrealistically (Cottier et al., 2010). A new improvement has been developed for this study
that adapts the freshwater input by incorporating the subglacial‐discharge plume characteristics according to an
offline plume model. The parameterzation developed here follows a similar framework implemented within
MITgcm and ROMS (Cowton et al., 2015; Oliver et al., 2020). As yet, NEMO4 does not allow for the removal of
water, heat and salt in such a way as MITgcm and ROMS. Therefore, a pragmatic compromise was taken by
editing an exisiting NEMO4 routine and using an offline plume model, rather than developing a new plume
module including redistribution of ocean waters. This offline model requires ocean conditions, which necessitates
an iterative process, as follows.

First, the model is run for 10 years (following a year spin‐up) with no terrestrial freshwater forcing. The deepest
ocean grid cell column adjacent to the glacier is identified as the point to which the subglacial discharge would be
directed via the hydraulic gradient. Next, an offline plume model is run that calculates the properties of the plume
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based on Slater et al. (2017, Equations 4a–4d) and the melt rate of the submarine ice face based on Jenkins (2011,
Equations 7–9). The plume model uses the temperature and salinity from the previously identified model grid cell
column and the theoretical daily subglacial discharge, QS m3S− 1 (Figure 3a). Assuming values for the plume
model constants following Slater et al. (2017), the model is solved for the temperature (T °C), salinity (S), volume
per second (QP m3s− 1) and depth (D m) at which the plume reaches neutral buoyancy (termination depth)
(Figures 3b–3e). Finally, the meltwater properties are set to the plume T and S and inserted into the relevant
NEMO4 grid cell from the surface down to 10 m, or down to the termination depth, D, if the plume terminates
(reaches neutral buoyancy) below the surface. It is not currently possible to simulate a wholly subsurface plume in
NEMO4, though in the case when subsurface termination is predicted, a subsurface plume is ultimately achieved
due to the higher density of plume water input compared to the near‐surface ocean waters. The surface freshwater
runoff (the remaining 10% of the theoretical daily meltwater) is inserted into an adjacent grid cell to that used for
the plume model to simulate the portion that would remain on the glacier's surface running off from supraglacial
streams. From here on, the meltwater‐laced plume outflow is referred to as the WB‐PLUME or the EB‐PLUME
for West Bay and East Bay, respectively, which consists of >95% seawater (Figures 3a and 3d).

The new freshwater parameterization provides a representation of glacier plume and buoyancy‐driven outflow
within the limitations of the NEMO4 framework, which is not captured by adding fresh, cold meltwater into the
surface alone (Cowton et al., 2015; Oliver et al., 2020). However, though the effect of entrainment into the

Figure 3. (a) The theoretical climatological cycle of meltwater discharge, QS, for Neumayer Glacier in WB (blue) and
Nordenskjöld Glacier in EB (green) September 2005 to August 2006 (Young et al., 2011). (b) Conservative temperature, T,
(c) absolute salinity, S, (d) volume per second, QP, and (e) neutral buoyancy (termination) depth, D, for WB‐PLUME (blue)
and EB‐PLUME (green) in the baseline PLUME run and WB‐PLUME in the SILL‐PLUME run (dashed blue) September
2005 to August 2006.
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horizontally spreading plume will be represented coarsely, entrainment of
ocean waters into the vertically rising plume is not included in this NEMO4
parameterization. Therefore, the ocean model does not capture the extent of a
thick, but slow inflow below the plume's neutral buoyancy (Cowton
et al., 2015; Mortensen et al., 2011; Sciascia et al., 2013). This limitation of
the modeling approach is considered throughout and in detail in Section 4.3.

2.3. Model Validation and Run Configurations

The model was validated using 11 months of CTD data collected in 2006 from the mouth of East Bay (Figure 1b,
pink star). The closest point to the mid‐depth of each model level was taken from the observational data to allow
direct quantitative comparison. The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for conservative temperature and absolute
salinity was calculated for each month of 2006 (excluding December when data were not collected), as well as the
total RMSE (TRMSE). The mean near‐surface (bias) error (MSE) (average of each point in the top 10 m) and
mean near‐bed (bias) error (MBE) (bottom model level) were calculated by subtracting observational data from
model data. Finally, the Cost Function (CF) was calculated, which is a measure of model predictive skill that
incorporates the standard deviation of the observational data (Holt et al., 2005). The results (Table 1) suggest that
the model reproduces the observed temperature very well, with the CF value well below 1 at this location. The
MBE shows an overall negative bias in temperature in the near‐bed, most significantly. Although the CF for
salinity is over 1, likely due to the timing of freshwater input (see Section 3.1.1), the TRMSE is relatively small,
demonstrating that this model is a useful tool for exploring the drivers of spatial and temporal variability.

The model is initially run from 1999 to 2000 to allow spin‐up from initial conditions interpolated from an existing
regional model (Young et al., 2016). Then the full model is run for 2000–2012 without the postulated sill. Process
tests, which test the sensitivity of the system to individual factors, are run for September 2005 to August 2006.
The baseline scenario is referred to as PLUME, and the test removing WB‐PLUME and EB‐PLUME is referred to
as NOPLUME. Inserting the shallow sill in WB and recalculating WB‐PLUME and EB‐PLUME via the same
method as the baseline is referred to as SILL‐PLUME. Inserting the sill without the WB‐PLUME and EB‐
PLUME is referred to as SILL‐NOPLUME.

3. Results
3.1. Seasonal and Spatial Variability

3.1.1. Temperature and Salinity

The time series from the point source CTD data in 2006 reveals a strong seasonal cycle in conservative tem-
perature (T) and absolute salinity (S) (Figure 4). The water column is stratified in austral summer and early
autumn, with the warmest surface waters between February and April due to surface heating, reaching a
maximum of 4.1°C in March, and with temperatures decreasing with depth. The water column cools in autumn
and winter to a minimum of 0°C by surface cooling, and the water column is well mixed between August and
October (Figure 4a) due to mixing from winter storms. A fresh near‐surface lens is observed between March and
July, with a minimum salinity near‐surface of 32.9 in April. This is likely a combination of precipitation and the
melting of floating ice since this point is a significant distance from the glaciers. Salinity increases with depth,
with the greatest salinity of 34.3 near‐bed between January and June, characteristic of inflowing dense shelf
waters. Modeled temperature and salinity for the same location and year are largely consistent with the CTD data
(Figure 4b). The most significant difference in temperature is that the model predicts temperatures below zero
(Figure 4b). The timing of the seasonal salinity cycle is less consistent with the CTD data, with the fresh surface
layer predicted∼2 months earlier than observed. This may be because the theoretical melt cycle does not consider
a time delay between surface heating and coastal fluxes of freshwater. In addition, as it is a climatology, the
meltwater cycle is not calculated on atmospheric conditions specific to 2006.

The CTD transect data from WB and EB provide some spatial context for the seasonal cycle. Hereafter, the
seasonal cycle is described from spring (September) through to winter (August), and the transect CTD data from
2012, 2020, and 2021 are ordered according to season rather than year (Figure 5). For each survey, the transect
plots start from the CTD cast closest to Neumayer Glacier in West Bay and end close to Nordenskjöld Glacier in
East Bay (Figure 1b dashed gray line), with distance along the transect referenced to the central point between WB

Table 1
Results of Statistical Tests From Model Validation

TRMSE MSE MBE CF

T 0.39°C − 0.04°C − 0.24°C 0.09

S 0.19 g kg− 1 − 0.02 g kg− 1 0.01 g kg− 1 1.19
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and EB mouths. In November (late spring), the warmest surface waters are at the fjord mouths and close to
Neumayer Glacier (Figure 5a). Near‐bed waters slightly increase in temperature near the mouth of EB. A thin
near‐surface fresh lens extends along the length of WB and near Nordenskjöld Glacier in EB. In February (late

Figure 4. Conservative temperature (T) and absolute salinity (S) from (a) the CTD survey taken in the mouth of East Bay
(Figure 1b, pink star) for each month, excluding December, in 2006, and (b) from the equivalent model location for each 5‐
day mean January–December 2006.
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Figure 5. Transects (WB to EB; gray dashed line in Figure 1b) of conservative temperature (T) and absolute salinity (S) for
CTD surveys from (a) November 2021, (b) February 2020 and (c) April 2012. Black dashed lines indicate where the cross‐
mouth transects start and end. Note, the color bar scales are different for each month.
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summer), there is a cold surface layer close to both Neumayer Glacier and Nordenskjöld Glacier, notably colder in
WB. Near‐bed temperatures are slightly higher across the fjord mouths. The fresh surface lens observed in spring
is again evident in summer, though fresher and deeper. In April (autumn), the upper ∼100 m is more mixed and
cooler. A thin, fresh surface lens is again apparent, weaker than summer and more constrained spatially to WB
mouth and mid‐way along EB.

The transects indicate that glacier processes may modify the water properties at the head of each fjord arm through
cooling and freshening, particularly in summer. Near the fjord mouth, shelf‐fjord exchange processes increase
salinity at depth and in spring and summer, result in a near‐bed intrusion of slightly warmer water. In February,
the water mass properties below 25 m are very similar along the entire transect, but surface waters are notably
colder and fresher in WB (Figure 5). The Temperature‐Salinity (T‐S) lines for WB (Figure 6a, purple lines) show
the signature of melted glacial ice mixing with seawater; shallower than 50 m, the lines approximately follow a
melt line (gray line Figure 6a), which has a slope of roughly 2.5°C per salinity unit (Gade slope, Gade, 1979;
Mortensen et al., 2013; Straneo & Cenedese, 2015). This signature of melt could be both due to the direct melting
of the submarine ice face and the submarine melting of icebergs. The change in the slope of the T‐S lines closer to
the surface suggests that these waters are modified by a mixture of submarine melt, subglacial discharge, and
surface melt as they lie between the melt and runoff lines (Straneo & Cenedese, 2015).

The along‐fjord WB transect T‐S diagram for the November observations (Figure 6a) shows the upper water
column (<50 m) does not have signals of submarine melt. However, the slope of the T‐S line in the near‐surface
waters in the vicinity of the postulated inner sill (Figure 6a, green dot‐dash lines) suggests the influence of surface
runoff. This runoff may be from the surface melting of a nearby grounded iceberg (observed by the author) or the
land‐terminating Lyell Glacier on the south coast of WB. The dip around 50 m in November may be remnant
winter water below the surface warmer water layer. As the November CTD casts in WB and EB were almost
1 week apart, short‐term changes in atmospheric conditions may explain the near‐surface differences between
WB and EB. The data in the vicinity of the postulated sill in November do not extend all the way to the bed. As the
full water column may not have been captured, this limits the comparison between the inner and outer basin and,
thus, limits understanding of the influence of the inner sill on oceanographic variability.

Figure 6. Temperature‐Salinity (T–S) diagrams for all CTD casts taken along the length of (a) WB and (b) EB in April 2012 (yellow), February 2020 (purple) and
November 2021 (green). Dashed green lines indicate where the CTD cast was in the vicinity of the postulated inner sill. The melt line (gray solid line) and runoff line
(gray dashed) are overlaid, and density contours (kg m− 3–1,000) are in the background. Depths 15 m (cyan), 50 m (pink) and 200 m (blue) are marked with crosses.
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Along EB, the near‐surface waters closely follow the runoff line in April and somewhat in November (Figure 6b),
most likely the influence of Nordenskjöld Glacier, to which the surveys were significantly closer than the WB
surveys were to Neumayer Glacier (Figure 1b). Near‐bed, the T‐S lines for November show the intrusion of the
slightly warmer, higher salinity shelf waters in EB but not in WB, suggesting different exchange mechanisms at
the mouth of each arm. There are clear differences seen between WB and EB in the near‐surface and near‐bed
waters in both spring and summer, suggesting underlying physical drivers of oceanographic variability impact
each fjord arm in different ways.

As the spring, summer, and autumn surveys were not conducted in the same year, it is possible that some of the
spatial and seasonal variability is being conflated with interannual variability. The only available data for
examining interannual variability are point data from the mouth of EB between 2004 and 2006 for February, June,
and October (Figure 7). Whilst weaker than the seasonal variability, there is significant interannual variability in T
and S, most notably in austral summer and early winter, with maximum near‐surface T differences of∼2°C in June
(Figure 7a), and maximum S differences of ∼1.2 g kg− 1 in February (Figure 7b). Interannual variability in surface
heating may be a key driver of the observed variability, directly impacting water column temperatures but also
driving variability in local glacier melt and, thus, salinities within Cumberland Bay. The high interannual vari-
ability in June is not seen by October, which suggests a high flushing rate of in‐fjord waters in autumn and winter,
with the less variable shelf waters important for establishing water properties in Cumberland Bay by spring.

The hydrographic data reveal some spatial differences between WB and EB. However, the CTD surveys do not
extend close enough to Neumayer Glacier terminus to detect important differences in the glacier adjacent water
column properties, and there are no data on the ocean currents. Further investigation requires analysis of the
regional high‐resolution ocean model.

3.1.2. Flow Fields and Sea Surface Temperature

A more detailed description of spatial and temporal oceanographic variability in Cumberland Bay can be gained
from analysis of high‐resolution model output, here focusing on near‐surface flows, mid‐depth (100 m) flows and
sea surface temperatures (SST) (Figure 8). The seasonal variability is illustrated with monthly averages for
November (spring), February (summer), May (autumn), and August (winter).

In spring and summer, there is enhanced surface (top model layer) outflow along the north coast of WB and the
east coast of EB, which crosses to the west coast at the mouth, and is subsequently entrained into the stronger
northwestward shelf flows (Figure 8a). The Rossby radius of deformation is larger than the narrow fjord width, so
cross‐fjord variations are not induced by the Coriolis force (Cottier et al., 2010). The baroclinic surface flows are
strongest in summer when the volume of meltwater runoff, and therefore buoyancy‐driven outflow, is greatest
(Figure 3a). At 100 m, flows are much weaker with strong cross‐fjord variability and eddy‐like features at the fjord
mouths (Figure 8b), although the model representation of flows at depth may be impacted by the lack of plume
entrainment and subsequent deep inflow in the model, discussed further in Section 4.3. Surface flows weaken in
autumn, as meltwater runoff reduces steeply (Figure 3a). There is a strengthening of recirculation at 100 m in both
bays in autumn, extending the length of each arm (Figure 8b). Winter storms drive mixing which weakens the
stratification allowing bathymetric steering of coastal flows into the fjord mouth. The buoyancy‐driven outflow is
no longer the dominant driver of circulation in winter, reflecting the seasonality of freshwater forcing.

The sea surface temperature (SST) is cold in spring (∼0°C), coldest in the tributary fjords and at the head of WB
(Figure 8c). The SST warms significantly in summer and autumn (∼3–4°C) though notably colder in WB
compared to EB. The colder surface waters in WB are consistent with the colder properties of WB‐PLUME
compared to EB‐PLUME (Figure 3b). In winter, the SST is similar between the fjord arms, consistent with
the lower volume of the WB‐ and EB‐PLUME and buoyancy‐driven outflow no longer being a dominant driver of
circulation.

While many aspects of seasonal variability are not yet verified, the model provides a useful tool for testing
hypotheses. Variability in shelf‐fjord exchange, apparent in the flow fields and near‐bed water properties, and the
interaction of such flows with the fjord outer sills, will contribute to temporal and spatial variability at the fjord
mouths. However, this is beyond the scope of the present study. Instead, based on the clear influence of glacial
meltwater in the data, we focus on the role of buoyancy‐driven outflow in driving spatial and temporal variability
in Cumberland Bay.
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Figure 7. (a) Conservative temperatures and (b) absolute salinity from the mouth of EB (Figure 1b, pink star) in February, June, and October for 2004, 2005, and 2006.
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3.2. Drivers of Variability

3.2.1. Buoyancy‐Driven Outflow

To understand the influence of buoyancy‐driven outflow on seasonal and spatial variability, we examine the
volume transport through cross‐sections near to Neumayer and Nordenskjöld Glaciers. We consider the near‐

Figure 8. Surface flows, 100 m flows, and sea surface temperature, averaged over the months of November, February, May, and August. Note the difference in color
scale between the surface and 100 m flows.
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glacier zone to be within ∼1 km, or 5 grid cells, from the modeled termini positions, which allows for the
oceanography to adjust to the parameterized plume input. We find a distinct difference in circulation patterns in
this zone between the two fjord arms (Figure 9, locations of cross‐sections in Figure 1c, red dashes). In WB, the
average volume transport in November shows a 4‐layer structure from the surface to the bed of alternating outflow
and inflow. In February, when the volume of WB‐PLUME is greatest (Figure 3d), there is strong outflow in the
north, with weaker inflow in the south in the upper ∼60 m. The outflow in the north becomes a subsurface feature
in May with surface inflow across the width of WB; this coincides with a sharp reduction in WB‐PLUME volume
and the onset of subsurface WB‐PLUME termination (Figure 3e). In August, following a period of low WB‐
PLUME volume, the structure reduces to 2‐layers.

In November in EB, there is a predominant 2‐layer structure of surface inflow and outflow at depth in the west,
with the reverse structure in the east (Figure 9). This pattern continues largely unchanged in February and May,

Figure 9. Monthly averaged volume transport through cross‐sections∼1 km from Neumayer Glacier (WB, north (N) to south
(S)) and Nordenskjöld Glacier (EB, west (W) to east (E)) (Figure 1c, red dashed lines). Red indicates outflow, toward the
fjord mouth, and blue indicates inflow, toward the glaciers.
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before a distinct shift in August to inflow in the west and outflow in the east (Figure 9), due to more barotropic
flows in the destratified winter water column (Figure 4). The EB‐PLUME is confined to the upper 20 m,
increasing the strength of the surface outflow in spring and summer in line with the near‐surface flows (Figure 8).
To test the exact influence of the WB‐ and EB‐PLUME on the circulation patterns, we compare directly to the
NOPLUME scenario. The total volume transport through each section was integrated across the fjord width and
averaged over 30‐day intervals to enable visualization of the seasonal cycle in transport variability with and
without the PLUME (Figure 10). In WB, the thick surface outflow that moves subsurface between April and July
is clearly a response to the WB‐PLUME; with NOPLUME, there is a thin surface outflow and subsurface inflow
between ∼10 and 50 m throughout the year (Figure 10a). In EB, outflow is confined to the upper ∼20 m for the
majority of the year with EB‐PLUME, becoming thicker and weaker in winter. With NOPLUME the transport
pattern remains the same but with weaker surface outflow (Figure 10b). Should the inflow induced by the vertical
plume entrainment be represented, we would also expect to see a greater increase in net inflow (or decrease in net
outflow) below the plume outflow in both WB and EB.

Though the volume transports discussed above lack the plume entrainment‐driven inflow, we do believe these
plots show sensible results in this near‐glacier zone. We expect to see a seasonal plume‐driven (sub)surface
outflow and a consistent deep inflow year‐round. The mid‐depth inflow and outflow are assumed to be largely
driven by the propagation of intermediary exchange at the fjord mouth due to density differences between the
shelf and in‐fjord waters (investigation of which will be the focus of future work). The T and S in this near‐glacier
zone also yield sensible results (not shown), with a similar stratification and seasonal variability as found for EB
mouth (Figure 4). Notably, however, the upper water column near‐glacier in WB is colder and more saline than in
EB, which we expect to see due to the upwelling via a deeper subglacial‐discharge plume.

A key difference between WB and EB is the seabed depth adjacent to the glaciers. WB is deeper; hence, the water
properties used to calculate WB‐PLUME are colder and more saline relative to those in EB (Figure 3), and this is

Figure 10. Monthly averaged volume transport integrated across model levels through cross‐sections ∼1 km from
(a) Neumayer Glacier (WB) and (b) Nordenskjold Glacier (EB) (red dashed lines in Figure 1c), comparing PLUME and
NOPLUME model runs; September 2005 to August 2006.
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reflected in the SST (Figure 8). The outflow of WB‐PLUME is greater and spread over a larger depth in WB
compared to EB. Due to the volume of subglacial discharge and the properties of the water in autumn, the plume
in WB terminates below the surface, driving a different circulation pattern at this time of year (Figure 9). These
results strongly suggest the subglacial‐discharge plume drives an important mode of circulation, and the plume
dynamics are sensitive to the relatively small depth range of these shallow glaciers. Given the spatial disparity
between WB and EB driven by the plume, it is possible that the retreat rates of Neumayer and Nordenskjöld
Glacier are sensitive to the small differences in oceanography, discussed further in Section 4.2. However, a
perhaps more significant driver of spatial differences in oceanography is the postulated inner sill in WB.

3.2.2. West Bay Postulated Inner Sill

The model simulation was repeated with an inner sill artificially inserted in WB as a barrier 1‐grid cell wide and
sitting at 30 m below the sea surface (Figure 11a, location in Figure 1c, white dashed line) (SILL‐PLUME).
Analysis of water properties in April for a transect along the center of WB shows the new inner basin to be
warmer, fresher, and well‐mixed compared to the outer basin (Figure 11a). The near‐bed temperature in the center
of the inner basin is ∼2°C higher than the comparable PLUME run (Figure 11b). Higher near‐bed temperatures
are also predicted by the SILL‐NOPLUME simulation (Figure 11b), which shows that the inner sill is the un-
derlying driver in both cases. Warmer, fresher surface waters from the outer basin flow over the sill, where they
are mixed, while deeper waters are blocked by the sill, leading to near uniform T and S in the inner basin
(Figure 11a), similar to observed processes over transverse ridges on the West Antarctic Peninsula shelf (Ven-
ables et al., 2017). With no sill present, WB‐PLUME decreases the near‐surface temperature in summer and
autumn (Figure 11b, blue lines). For the SILL‐PLUME scenario, WB‐PLUME decreases the near‐surface tem-
perature in summer and slightly increases the near‐surface temperature in autumn (Figure 11b, red lines).
Therefore, the presence of the sill affects the full water column in the inner basin, but the most significant changes
are near‐bed with the increase in temperature, which may have implications for glacier retreat.

The integrated volume transport through the WB section was calculated for the SILL‐PLUME and SILL‐
NOPLUME simulations for comparison with the results described in Section 3.2. The transport patterns
through the section, which now lies within the inner basin, show that when a sill is present, the buoyancy‐driven
outflow drives a different circulation pattern (Figure 12). The SILL‐PLUME simulation predicts a thick surface
outflow throughout the year in the upper ∼50 m, deepening in winter, and inflow between ∼50 and 100 m from
spring to early autumn. Below∼100 m, there is relatively low volume transport in spring and summer and a strong
inflow in autumn and winter. Compared with the SILL‐NOPLUME run, it is apparent that the WB‐PLUME is
driving the pattern of strong outflow overlying inflow in spring and summer and extending the duration of near‐
bed inflow in autumn and winter. As the peak of the sill is 30 m below the sea surface, a portion of the buoyancy‐
driven outflow flows over the sill, but below 30 m, the outflow is blocked by the sill and re‐circulates as sub-
surface inflow, the strength and depth of which would likely be increased with the inclusion of plume
entrainment‐driven inflow. Warmer surface waters from the outer basin flow into the inner basin over the sill
along the south coast in the spring and summer (not shown), but integrating the volume transport along model
levels masks this cross‐fjord variability as the outflow from the plume dominates. In winter, as the volume of the
WB‐PLUME lessens and the density in the outer basin increases (temperatures cool and salinity increases,
Figure 4), waters from the outer basin encroach into the inner basin, sink, and present as a strong inflow at depth
(Figure 12).

An important difference between the model runs with and without an inner sill is that the PLUME run no longer
has a sub‐surface terminating plume for a portion of the year in WB (Figure 3e). Due to the now uniform density
within the inner basin resulting from the sill, the plume, derived from SILL‐NOPLUME, does not reach neutral
buoyancy before the surface at any time of the year.

4. Discussion
4.1. Oceanographic Variability and Limitations

The oceanographic data presented and analyzed in this study provide valuable information on the hydrography of
Cumberland Bay. Freshwater signals are apparent in the data, but whether this can be attributed to surface
meltwater runoff, subglacial discharge, melting of ice mélange, or increased precipitation is not completely clear.
The cold, fresh signature of meltwater emerging as subglacial discharge may not be retained due to plume
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entrainment, meaning this can be hard to identify in the CTD data (Carroll et al., 2015). The oceanographic data
reveal a strong seasonal cycle likely due to the combined effects of freshwater forcing, shelf‐fjord exchange, and
atmospheric forcing (particularly winds). However, the temporal and spatial limitations of the observational data
hinder a more detailed analysis.

With the use of the new high‐resolution oceanographic model, we identified that freshwater forcing, which is
assumed to be dominated by subglacial discharge at the two main glaciers at the heads of WB and EB, is a key
driver of spatial variability in the upper water column in spring through to autumn. This is due to the seasonal
cycle of subglacial meltwater input and the bathymetric differences between the fjord arms. Wind forcing and

Figure 11. (a) Monthly averaged (April 2006) conservative temperature (T) and absolute salinity (S) from the SILL‐PLUME
model run for an 8 km transect along the centre of WB from Neumayer Glacier terminus. (b) 5‐day mean near‐surface (star in
panel (a)) and near‐bed (diamond in panel (a)) temperatures for September 2005 to August 2006, from the four model runs
defined in the legend. The month of April is highlighted in yellow.
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fjord‐shelf exchange likely dominate the spatial variability in flows in winter and are the focus of ongoing
research.

The addition of the postulated inner sill in WB has a significant impact on the simulated seasonal and spatial
variability and has implications for the retreat of Neumayer Glacier, discussed further in Section 4.2. Neither
scenario can yet be considered a more accurate representation of WB as the true bathymetry and the extent of the
sill are unknown. However, the results clearly identify the sensitivity of the fjord oceanography to bathymetry and
geometric controls on the circulation regime and suggest that buoyancy‐driven circulation is likely to have varied
considerably at different stages of past glacier front positions.

Though the model provides useful insights, the caveats must be considered. It is stressed that the plume dynamics
and ocean model are not coupled, and the meltwater cycle is a climatology, which limits the interpretation of the
results. The ambient water column entrained in the offline plume model is unmodified by freshwater forcing, and
the circulation resulting from entrainment into the plume is not captured, suggesting the ocean model may be
underrepresenting the net toward glacier flow at depth. The influence of plume entrainment‐driven inflow is likely
to affect the results of this study, discussed in detail in Section 4.3. Additionally, the melting of icebergs is not
represented in the model but is likely to have some influence on the hydrography and circulation (Davison
et al., 2020). Despite these limitations, this study provides valuable insights into the oceanographic variability in
Cumberland Bay while emphasizing the importance of representing plume dynamics for the simulation of cir-
culation in fjords with marine‐terminating glaciers.

4.2. Implications for Glacier Retreat

Neumayer Glacier in WB has retreated far quicker than Nordenskjöld Glacier in EB over the past century but the
drivers of this differential retreat rate are currently unknown. We find that buoyancy‐driven outflow arising from
the subglacial‐discharge plume parameterization has a markedly different influence between bays. However,
when the postulated inner sill is not present, the subglacial‐discharge plume parameterization drives a greater
degree of cooling in WB due to the upwelling of deeper, colder waters. Additionally, the subsurface termination
of WB‐PLUME is likely to weaken the strength of the overturning circulation, which has been linked to the
strength of horizontal circulation, which in turn drives front‐wide glacial melting (Zhao et al., 2022). Therefore,
plume dynamics alone do not provide a persuasive argument for the observed differential glacier retreat. We
hypothesize here that changes to water column properties adjacent to Neumayer Glacier due to the postulated
shallow inner sill in WB are playing a key role in the differential retreat rate, alongside an ice‐dynamic response
following a retreat from a pinning point.

The results of model experiments show that the presence of a bathymetric barrier representing the postulated inner
sill blocks colder waters at depth, resulting in a warmer, well‐mixed inner basin (Figure 11a). This warmer water
in the vicinity of the glacier terminus can be inferred to increase glacier melt, and even potentially drive a positive

Figure 12. Monthly averaged volume transport integrated across model levels though the cross‐section in WB (red dashed
line Figure 1c) for the SILL‐PLUME and SILL‐NOPLUME model runs; September 2005 to August 2006 Red indicates
transport toward the fjord mouth, and blue indicates transport toward the Neumayer Glacier terminus.
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feedback mechanism that would further increase glacial retreat from the sill, although as there is no ice‐plume‐
ocean coupling in the model, such implications remain speculative. The melt rates directly at the terminus of
Neumayer Glacier cannot be sensibly calculated due to the parameterized plume representation and lack of
entrainment‐driven inflow, but we can reasonably infer that melt rates are likely to be higher for SILL‐PLUME
than PLUME due to the warmer waters (increased thermal driving) in the inner basin. Therefore, the observed
rapid retreat of Neumayer Glacier may be the consequence of a positive feedback mechanism, whereby warmer
water is trapped and recirculated in the inner basin, promoting higher submarine melt rates through increased
thermal driving and potentially increased horizontal velocities. Increased submarine melting will increase tur-
bulence and reduce the density of the inner basin, driving a stronger inflow of warmer waters, thus promoting
further melting. Additionally, warmer waters at depth may promote undercutting, which could lead to greater
mass loss through calving (Benn et al., 2017). This, together with over‐deepening bed topography beyond the
postulated inner sill, provides a persuasive mechanism for the observed rapid retreat of Neumayer Glacier, where
the potential intensification of ocean melting may have prevented Neumayer Glacier terminus from re‐ stabi-
lizing. The processes described here, and the proposed positive feedback mechanism, are not present in EB as the
inner sill peak is much deeper.

It remains unclear what caused Neumayer Glacier to retreat from the postulated inner sill in the first instance.
Further exploration of this hypothesis requires a more comprehensive study, including detailed bathymetric
surveys of the head of WB up to Neumayer Glacier terminus and a more accurate model representation of the WB
inner sill. Future modeling work could be greatly enhanced by developing an ice‐ocean‐atmosphere coupled
model at higher spatial resolution.

In previous studies focused on Greenland fjords, the presence of a shallow sill has been shown to reduce the
melting of tidewater glaciers due to colder waters overlaying warmer waters (Millan et al., 2018; Schaffer
et al., 2020). We find that in fjord systems where warmer waters overlay colder waters, the opposite holds, and a
shallow sill may promote higher melt rates.

4.3. Influence of Plume Entrainment‐Driven Inflow

As previously noted, it is not currently possible to resolve subglacial‐discharge plume dynamics in the NEMO4
framework. The parameterization developed for use in this study captures the upwelling effect of a buoyant plume
and the strong buoyancy‐driven outflow where the plume reaches neutral buoyancy. The effect of plume‐
entrainment‐driven inflow into a vertically rising plume has been neglected, however. We discuss here the
likely influence of such inflow on the results of this study.

Turbulent entrainment of ambient waters into the subglacial discharge plumes has previously been modeled to
drive a deep, thick, but weak inflow below the depth of neutral buoyancy (Carroll et al., 2015; Cowton et al., 2015;
Sciascia et al., 2013). In a typical Greenlandic fjord setting, this compensating inflow has been shown to act as a
mechanism for transporting warm, deep Atlantic waters in‐fjord in summer and serves to restore salinity dis-
tribution in the fjord as runoff decreases into winter (Cowton et al., 2015; Sciascia et al., 2013). The strength and
depth of the entrainment‐driven inflow are dependent on the geometry of the subglacial conduit and submarine ice
face, as well as fjord stratification (Carroll et al., 2015; Jackson et al., 2017). In idealized fjord studies, this deep
inflow has been shown to be significant for providing heat for glacial melt (Cowton et al., 2015, 2016; Sciascia
et al., 2013) and can potentially drive a deep melt‐circulation feedback aiding the spin‐up of standing eddies (Zhao
et al., 2023). However, observational studies of Greenlandic fjords suggest net transport within the fjord is
controlled by complex interactions between different modes of circulation driven by a combination of forcings,
such as the winds and tides. As such, plume‐driven entrainment is not necessarily dominant when interacting with
fjord‐shelf exchange (Mortensen et al., 2014; Straneo et al., 2011).

In the present study, in the absence of the WB inner sill, we find that the differing plume dynamics between the
two fjord arms do not provide a convincing argument for the rapid retreat of Neumayer Glacier in WB, compared
to Nordenskjöld Glacier in EB. Should plume entrainment‐driven inflow be included in this case, it is likely to act
as a mechanism for increased transport of deeper shelf waters in‐fjord (Cowton et al., 2016), thus generally
reducing the temperatures and increasing salinity. Therefore, we would expect to find a greater reduction in
temperature in WB than EB, due to the larger volume of entrained seawater (Figure 3d), supporting the argument
that plume dynamics alone are not the driver of differential glacier retreat.
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Now, considering the case with the postulated inner sill, we find that this does provide an argument for differential
glacier retreat due to the trapping of warmer waters inside the inner basin. If plume entrainment were to be
included in this case, it may result in a stronger recirculation within the inner basin. As the inner basin freshens
due to glacier meltwater, entrainment‐driven inflow may further induce rapid draw‐in of external waters from sill
depth, with a corresponding increase in mixing around the sill (Hager et al., 2022). Therefore, by both enhancing
horizontal velocities through recirculation and increasing heat through the drawing in of warm surface waters,
plume‐entrainment is expected to support further the argument that the inner sill is a potential contributor to the
rapid retreat of Neumayer Glacier.

Though we do not believe the lack of plume‐entrainment‐driven inflow invalidates the present study, since
Cumberland Bay's oceanography is distinct from that of other studies of this process (due to the warm over cold
temperature structure), a greater understanding requires the use of a coupled model. We emphasize that the
development of a coupled plume‐ocean model will be pursued in future work.

5. Conclusions
This study combines observational data and a new validated high‐resolution model of Cumberland Bay, South
Georgia, to greatly enhance understanding of the oceanographic variability and to provide insight into the drivers
of glacier retreat. Observations show a strong seasonal cycle influenced by freshwater input, with interannual
variability evident in austral summer and early winter, albeit weaker than the seasonal variability. Modeling
results suggest that freshwater forcing via subglacial‐discharge plumes is a key driver of both temporal and spatial
variability. The difference in bathymetry between Cumberland Bay's two fjord arms, West Bay and East Bay,
results in differing signals of buoyancy‐driven outflow. The possible presence of a postulated inner sill in West
Bay alters the seasonal variability in buoyancy‐driven outflow and the properties within the resulting inner basin.
We find evidence to suggest that the rapid retreat of Neumayer Glacier in West Bay, compared to Nordenskjöld
Glacier in East Bay, might be explained by the trapping of warmer waters in the inner basin by a postulated
shallow inner sill, with a possible positive feedback mechanism enhancing glacial melt and preventing restabi-
lization of the glacier terminus. Further study is required to test this hypothesis through the acquisition of accurate
bathymetric data over the inner sill in West Bay together with a coupled ice‐ocean‐atmosphere model at higher
spatial resolution. With the use of the new model as a tool, future studies can identify other key drivers of
variability in circulation and shelf exchange, as well as investigate interannual variability that may have triggered
the retreat from the inner sill.

The fjord circulation patterns identified in this study have wider implications beyond glacier retreat. For example,
the seasonality of buoyancy‐driven outflow and the cross‐fjord flow variability suggest the transport and retention
of fish larvae will be sensitive to the timing and location of egg hatching. The availability of iron for downstream
phytoplankton blooms derived from glacial flour plumes may be limited by a subsurface terminating plume or the
presence of a sill acting as a barrier. This study is a fundamental step toward understanding the implications of
oceanographic variability for glacier dynamics in Cumberland Bay, whilst providing a tool for investigating the
impact of oceanographic variability on the marine ecosystem at South Georgia.

Data Availability Statement
The data are currently available in the provided figures and tables. The observational data and model output
underlying the figures and tables in this paper are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8167711
(Zanker, 2023). The model code for NEMO‐4.0.6 is available from the NEMO website (www.nemo‐ocean.eu).
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